For my final frame wire I chose to build a simple HTML webpage rather draw the frame wire. I chose to do this because personally it is easier for me to express my final product via the internet than a hand drawn version. After initially learning some HTML/CSS/Java skills in earlier informatics courses, I used last summer to practice my coding skills for future courses like i210 and i211. This webpage serves as an overall summary of myself. I have included a brief introduction explaining to the viewer who I am and the overall goal of the webpage. The online webpage compared to the paper frame wire allows me to be more creative. Like for example on the homepage I made the background purple simply because I like the color purple. There are java functions on there as well to show my proficiency in code. I have also included my resume as well so that whoever is looking at the page can see my professional history, skills and interests. The first link I included goes to my internship video for McCann Erickson. McCann is the world’s largest advertisement agency and for the internship application they required the candidate to make a 30 second pitch about what they would bring to the company and upload it to YouTube. I deiced to add this to my personal page because it was the first video application that I had to create. It forced me to use my skills in video editing platforms like iMovie. I am still waiting to hear back from McCann any day now. The second project I included was my favorite one from this class. I found that the music research projects were most enjoyable because of my passion for music. The research portion for music was enjoyable because I finally took notice how people like to listen to music in different situations. I concluded that each person has different preferences for headphone usage depending on the situation. The design part of the project was cool too. It forced me to find a problem in the music industry and solve it in a creative fun way. My final product was the two and one headphone so that it could be used for multiple situations. I explained the product more in my reflection paper. I created this webpage because I felt it would be the best way to display my creative design thinking skills that this class has taught me. Design thinking is the future way to think.